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WHAT IS STAKING COIN? 

The staking coin is a decentralized peer to peer cryptocurrency developed 

using Scrypt PoW/PoS algorithm designed to reward its users via 3 major 

mechanisms- Staking, Mining and Lending. Users can also earn via referrals and 

Trading. 

There are only 105,000,000 coins in existence with only a third of that in 

circulation after the ICO combined with our low hardcarp of 3 Million Dollars, it 

is expected that the price per coin will x10 as a market cap of 30 Million dollars 

is easily attainable. 
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THE SPECIFICATIONS OF STAKING COIN 
 

Coin name StakingCoin 

Coin abbreviation XTC 

Address letter X 

Algorithm Scrypt 

Type PoW/PoS 

Block Reward 100 Coins 

Circulating Supply 30,000,000 Coins 

Block reward 100 coins 

Total coin supply 105,000,000 coins 

PoS percentage 100% per year 

Coinbase maturity 20 blocks 

Target spacing 64 seconds 

Transaction confirmations 6 blocks 
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BASIC FEATURES OF STAKING COIN 
 Trusted and secured passive income with daily pay-outs  

 All fees earned by Staking our own coins will be shared to our investors 

as profits 

 Get the coin at a cheaper rate during presale 

 Staking Features gives our investors Staking Coin for just having it in 

their Wallet and online, 100% Per Year  

 Developed by a strong Team with Support  

 Passive income knowing you are not joining a get rich quick scheme but 

you will show a profit on your initial investment.  

 XTC team has sealed deal to list on 3 different exchanges and is still in 

talk with 2 others. 

 Designed with realistic returns 

 Our top notch customer service department, will make sure that all 

tickets are attended to. 

 XTC is minable 

 Purchase our coins with ETH or BTC, during presale and ICO 

 Professional Traders with so many years of experience investing funds   

 Blockchain Transparency   

 Referral Program - 5 levels + 1 master level  

 Our social media accounts will always provide our investors and the 

general public with updates  
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PRESALE USE OF FUNDS 
On the 5th of December we will launch our presale program, to raise $300,000. 

This will be a stepping stone to our goal of raising an additional $3,000,000 in 

our initial coin offering (ICO) Crowdsale. The presale funds will be used majorly 

for marketing our ICO and developing a robust lending and trading platform. 

We strongly believe that the platform will be fully ready before our ICO ends. 

We are going to use 30% of the total money generated from the presale to 

work on the platform to bring to a perfect finish, while 10% will be invested in 

partnerships that will ensure the success of this project. Finally 60% will be 

channelled completely to marketing and advertising.  
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PREMINE DISTRIBUTION 
 

Pre-mined XTC coins are allocated as follows- 

Presale              -           4,500,000 

ICO                    -          18,000,000 

Bounty             -          2,000,000 

Team                -          8,500,000 

Cold Storage -          30,000,000 

 

XTC COIN ICO ROUNDS/ PRICES 
 

    Presale Price     = 15 XTC per USD 

ICO Round1 Price = 7 XTC per USD 

ICO Round2 Price = 6 XTC per USD 

ICO Round3 Price = 5 XTC per USD 
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EARNING WITH STAKING COIN 
There are 3 major ways to earn with staking coin, below is a breakdown- 

COIN STAKING 
We have designed a staking feature with Staking Coin, that by keeping coins in 

your wallet, you provide stability and security to the system and you get 

rewarded with more tokens for doing so. The platform pays you a percentage 

judging with your minimum balance.  The platform credits you with 100% 

token yearly judging with your minimum balance. 

     COIN LENDING 
With the use of our trusted bots, We have designed one of the most accurate 

and reliable automated cryptocurrency trading systems to ensure that all our 

investors who are not ready for the stress of trading and staking on their own 

can lend their coins to the system and still make tons of profit, up to 50% from 

it on a monthly basis. 

This we believe will be a safe haven for our passive investors who do not plan 

to be active. We developed the plan below for our lending feature.  

$100 - $1000 = 30% monthly (1% daily) 

$1001 - $5000 = 36% monthly (1.2% daily) 

$5001 - $10,000 = 42% monthly (1.4% daily) 

10,001 - $100,000 = 49.5% monthly (1.65% daily) 

     COIN MINING 
Using the Scrypt Proof-of-Work (poW) algorithm, Staking Coin can be mined, 

along with Proof-of-stake (PoS) for maximum network security. Staking coin 

can be mined with Scrypt machines just like Bitcoin or you can simply keep 

your wallet open to stake your XTC using standard CPU on PC’s. If users choose 

to mine it will be at a flat reward of 100 Coins per block. 

Mining pools will be added to the official announcement thread on the 

bitcointalk website (www.bitcointalk.org). 

http://www.bitcointalk.org/
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TEAM/MANAGEMENT 
Our team is composed of experienced and hardworking cryptocurrency, 

software development and trading experts each with his/her own area of 

responsibility that work synergistically to further our mission.  

Regrettably due to legal and tax issues, we will not be releasing the identity of 

our team members. This we believe to be the best measure since we cannot 

risk our freedom and that of our family and loved ones. 

A good team is very necessary for the success of any project, but the identity of 

the team is not always relevant, take for example  Bitcoin is a very big success 

even without the identity of Satoshi Nakamoto known to anyone. 

 

 

REFERRALS 
Our referral bonus system has been designed to last till the fifth generation. 

Starting with 5% of what your direct referrals (first generation) invests, to 3% 

of what the second generation invests, to 2% of what the third generation 

invests, to 1% of what the fourth generation invests, and finally 0.5% of what 

the fifth generation invests. When an investor has a total of 50 referrals he 

automatically unlocks a master level that gives him 10% bonus of whatever his 

direct referrals invests instead of 5%. 

 

 


